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0. Brutality. 
Brutality is a small squad-scale wargame designed to be played on graph paper. Games are intended to last 1-2 hours. 
 
0.1. Ground Rules. 
There are several ground rules which must be observed in order for a game of Brutality to run smoothly: 
 

• When fractions or decimals are involved, unless otherwise stated, always round to the nearest whole number (and remember 
that .5 or ½ round up). 

• Only the four orthogonal squares to another square are considered adjacent to the initial square; diagonal squares are never 
adjacent. 

• Whenever a rule is unclear or poorly worded, or when the outcome of a situation is unclear, all interested or involved players 
should decide what they think would happen and provide their reasoning. If one such outcome cannot be agreed upon, all 
players involved must roll 1d6 per player, rerolling any ties; the high roller wins and decides the outcome or interpretation. 

• Unless otherwise stated, d6 rolls always explode on results of 6. 
 
1. Playing Pieces. 
Each player controls a Squad made up of units; the Squad refers to all of a player’s units, while a unit simply represents a single 
combatant. 
 
1.1. Units. 
Each unit has a series of stats that define its capabilities on the field, as listed below: 
 
PROfessionalism: Rolled for attack rolls. 
DODge: Modifier for incoming attack rolls. 
ARMor: Target number for incoming penetration rolls. 
Hit Points: Damage absorption. 
MOVement: Movement speed in squares. 
Combat Value: Points cost. 
 
1.2. Weapons. 
Like units, weapons have a series of stats that define their capabilities. 
 
RaNGe: Maximum range in squares. 
ACCuracy: Target number for attack rolls. 
PENetration: Rolled for penetration rolls. 
DAMage: Subtracted from HP. 
Rate Of Fire: Shots fired per attack action. 
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Combat Value: Points cost.  
 
1.3. The Battlefield. 
Brutality is played on a square grid. Each square is one of three types: either Clear, Half Cover, or Full Cover. Clear squares can be 
moved through freely, while Half and Full Cover block movement; Full Cover blocks LOS as well. 
 
2. Rounds and Phases. 
Brutality is played in a series of rounds, each of which is broken up into two phases: the Initiative Phase, and the Main Phase.  
 
2.1. The Initiative Phase. 
During the Initiative Phase, players roll Initiative to determine turn order in the Main Phase. To do so, all players roll 1d6 per player in 
the game, rerolling any ties. The turn order in the Main Phase is from highest to lowest. 
 
Initiative only applies to the round it is rolled in. 
 
2.2. The Main Phase. 
During the Main Phase, players take turns performing actions with their units. Starting with the player with the highest Initiative roll, 
players activate one unit they control and perform actions with it (the unit’s activation). Once the unit’s activation is ended, play passes 
to the next player. This continues until all units on the field have been activated once, then the round ends. 
 
Units may not be activated more than once during a round. 
 
3. Actions. 
When a unit is activated, it has two Action Points (APs) to spend. Each AP can be spent on a single action from the below list: 
  

• Move 

• Attack 

• Hunker Down 

• Aim 
 

Actions may be performed more than once by a unit during its activation, but once a unit has spent both AP and performed the resultant 
actions, its activation ends. Players may always end a unit’s activation prematurely, however, so long as the unit is not in the middle of 
an action when they do. 
 
3.1. Reactions. 
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If a unit ends its activation without spending all of its APs, it gains 1 Reaction Token per unspent AP. Whenever an enemy unit in LOS 
makes an action, a unit may spend a Reaction Token to attack that unit, if within range and LOS. To do so, declare a reaction, wait until 
the unit has finished its action, and then attack it as normal.  
 
Reaction Fire attacks take a -2 penalty to hit. Any unused Reaction Tokens are lost at the end of the round. 
 
3.2. Command Points. 
Players begin the game with a stock of 4 Command Points, or CPs, and generate 1 more at the start of each round. Players may spend 
CPs in three ways. 
 
First, CPs may be spent during a friendly unit’s activation to grant that unit one extra AP for each CP spent.  
 
Second, CPs may be spent during an enemy unit’s activation to allow any friendly unit to react to that unit’s action. When doing so, the 
reacting unit may only react after the triggering action has completed and gains 1 AP per 2 CP spent, which it may then use to perform 
any action at all as though it were that reacting unit’s activation. 
 
Third, CPs may be spent on any die roll made by any player after all exploding has taken place to raise or lower the rolled amount by 1 
per CP spent. Dice will not explode as a result of this modification. 
 
3.2. Move. 
When a unit takes the Move action, it may immediately move up to its MOV rating in squares. Any leftover points of MOV are not saved. 
 
It costs 1 MOV for a unit to enter an orthogonally adjacent square. Units may not move into squares containing Half or Full Cover, or 
squares containing enemy units. Units may move into squares containing friendly units, but cannot stay there; they must immediately 
move onward, and cannot end their movement while in a friendly unit’s square. 
 
3.2.1. Zones of Control. 
Every unit controls the four orthogonally adjacent squares. This is called the unit’s Zone of Control, or ZOC. If a unit enters a square 
within an enemy’s ZOC, it immediately stops moving and if it wishes to move further, must take another Move action. 
 
Units take a -1 penalty to hit for each individual enemy ZOC they occupy. 
 
3.2.2. Reacting to Movement. 
When reacting to a unit taking the Move action, wait until the unit’s movement is concluded then declare the reaction and carry out the 
attack as though the unit occupied the square of your choice along its line of movement. 
 
3.3. Attack. 
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When a unit takes the attack action, it immediately makes a number of Shots with one of its weapons against enemy targets within LOS 
and range. The specifics of this attack are covered below. 
 
3.3.1. Range, LOS, and LOF. 
In order for a unit to be able to attack a target, it must have a clear Line of Sight (LOS) to the target and the target must be in range. 
 
LOS is determined by drawing an imaginary line from the center of the attacker’s square to the center of the target’s; if this line passes 
through another unit besides the target or through a square of Full Cover, LOS is blocked and the attack cannot be made. 
 
Range is determined by counting the number of squares from the attacker to the target. Do not count diagonally and instead count 
vertically then horizontally. If the number of squares is greater than the RNG stat of the weapon to be used, the attack cannot be made. 
 
The Line of Fire (LOF) for an attack is almost always the same as the attack’s LOS – the LOF represents the actual path that the 
projectile being fired travels through. If the LOF is ever obstructed but LOS is not (such as, for instance, a unit with an X-RAY Visor 
shooting through a square of cover) the attack must attempt to punch through the obstruction first. For cover, Full Cover grants a +4 
bonus to the target’s ARM in this circumstance. 
 
When a weapon is used to attack, the user can make one Shot per point of ROF the weapon has. If one Shot is fired, everything goes 
as normal. If more than one Shot is fired, each Shot may have different targets and are resolved one after the other, and each uses the 
ACC rating in parentheses rather than the normal one. 
 
3.3.2. Cover. 
Units can position themselves on the battlefield in order to take advantage of Cover, which provides defensive bonuses of various 
strengths.  
 
There are two types of cover – Half Cover and Full Cover. Half Cover grants a +2 bonus to ARM for all units in cover, while Full Cover 
increases this bonus to +4. 
 
When a unit is adjacent to a square of Half or Full Cover, note the gridline between the unit and the square of cover and extend this line 
infinitely in both directions; this is the unit’s Cover Line for that piece of cover. Any incoming attack that passes through the Cover Line 
will grant the target cover for that attack. If the attack does not cross the Cover Line, the target gains no bonus from cover. 
 
Because Full Cover blocks LOS, units behind it may make attacks as though they occupied any adjacent Clear square diagonally 
adjacent to the covering square of Full Cover so long as their attacks cross their own Cover Line. Likewise, units attacking a unit behind 
Full Cover may target the unit as though it occupied any adjacent Clear square diagonally adjacent to the square of Full Cover, so long 
as the attack passes through the Cover Line. In either case, the unit only counts as occupying this adjacent square for purposes of 
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either outgoing or incoming LOS; for all other purposes it occupies the square it occupies, and all attacks, whether they cross the Cover 
Line or not, will strike in that square. 
 
All Cover bonuses stack with each other. 
 
An attacker may ignore a target’s Cover bonus if it is within two squares of the square granting the target the cover. 
 
3.3.3. Attack vs. Defense. 
To make an attack, follow the below steps. 
 

1. Check LOS and range to the target. 
2. Assuming the target is in LOS and range, the attacker rolls its PRO (the attack roll) against the weapon’s ACC + the target’s 

DOD (the Target Number, or TN, for the attack). 
3. If the attack roll ties or beats the TN, the attack hits. If the attack roll is less than the TN, the attack misses. 

 
On a hit, follow the below steps to deal damage to the target. 
 

1. Roll PEN (the penetration roll) against the target’s ARM + any bonuses from cover.  
2. If the penetration roll ties or beats the target’s ARM, the attack penetrates and the target loses HP equal to the weapon’s DAM 

rating. If the penetration roll is less than the target’s ARM, it is unharmed. 
 
If a unit is reduced to -1 or less HP, it is killed and is removed from play immediately. 
 
If a unit is reduced to exactly 0 HP, it is Wounded. Wounded units cannot act, reduce their DOD to -4 if not lower, lose their ZOC, and 
no longer block LOS or movement for any unit. Casualties are removed if an enemy unit enters their square or if they lose any more 
HP. On the other hand, if they regain HP, they are no longer Wounded and may function as normal. 
 
3.3.4. Reacting to Attacks. 
When reacting to an attack, declare the reaction before any Shots are made. The reacting units make their attack rolls at the same time 
as the acting unit, and all Shots occur in descending order of attack rolls. If a unit is killed before its Shots were rolled, they do not 
occur. 
 
3.4. Aim. 
Units that Aim gain a +2 bonus to hit on the next attack roll they make that round. This bonus is lost at the end of the round and does 
not stack with itself. 
 
3.5. Hunker Down. 
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Units that Hunker Down gain an additional +2 bonus to the value of any Half or Full cover they are in for the rest of the round. This 
bonus does not stack with itself and is lost if the unit moves out of its cover. 
 
4. Playing the Game. 
4.1. The Creation Phase. 
At the very start of the game, the players participate in the Creation Phase. Roll initiative as normal and then perform the following 
steps: 
 

1. The high roller chooses whether they will Attack or Defend and, if Attacking, selects an Objective. 
2. The Attacker selects a map border to place their Deployment Zone on. The other player places their Deployment Zone in the 

opposite border. 
3. Divide the map into 5x5 Sectors. The Defender places any Objectives in the appropriate Sectors, as determined by the specific 

rules for those Objectives, and populates those Sectors with terrain as in step 4 below. 
4. Once all Objectives have been placed, the players take turns in proper initiative order putting cover into one Sector at a time. 

You may not totally block off any Sector from access but otherwise may make your Sector as sparse or as dense as you like. 
Once a player has chosen a Sector it cannot be selected again by either player.  

5. Once the map has been populated, players take turns in proper initiative order purchasing one unit at a time until both players 
have used all their CV. 

6. Once all units have been purchased, players play the Scouting Game. The Attacker gets two Scouting Markers, the Defender 
gets three. These are deployed into their Deployment Zones, and then, in proper initiative order, players take turns activating and 
moving one Scouting Marker at a time, up to 5 squares per activation. Markers ignore terrain while moving. Each Marker can be 
activated only once per round, and if a Marker is moved to within 10 squares of an enemy Marker, both Markers are locked in 
position and cannot be activated again. Players can also choose to lock a Marker at the end of its activation. Once all Markers 
have been locked, proceed to step 7. 

7. Players take turns deploying units one at a time in reverse initiative order until all units have been deployed. Units may be 
deployed into any empty Clear square in that player’s Deployment Zone or into any empty Clear square within 2 squares of a 
player’s Scouting Marker. Once all units have been deployed, remove the Scouting Markers from the game. 

 
After step 7 is complete the Creation Phase is over and the first round of the game begins 
 
4.2. CV Limits. 
Every game of Brutality is balanced around a CV limit, which is a cap on the amount of CV each player can spend on their Squad. 
Generally speaking 100 CV gives enough of a limit for some variety in playstyles without bogging the game down with too many units. 
 
4.3. Creating the Battlefield. 
Generally speaking, the map should be 5 square squares for every 10 CV in the game’s limit, meaning that a 100 CV game would lead 
to a 50 x 50 map. The map does not have to be a perfect square, however, and close enough to 50x50 is usually fine. 
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4.3.1. Deployment Zones. 
Each player has an area they can deploy their units into at the start of the game. Generally this is the row or column of squares along 
the end of their side of the field. Note that the Scouting Markers used in step 6 of the Creation Phase do not count as part of a player’s 
Deployment Zone and are removed from play after the Creation Phase is over. 
  
4.4. Victory Points and Winning the Game. 
The game ends once one side has no units left on the field, or once one player concedes, or in some cases with the completion of an 
Objective. Units off the field which have not yet been deployed are held in a player’s Reserve, but do not allow a player to stay in the 
game if all of their on-board units are gone. 
 
When the game ends, Victory Point totals are compared and the player with the highest amount of VPs wins. The Attacker gains VPs 
through completing Objectives and through killing enemy units, while the Defender gains VPs for killing Attacker units, and also gets a 
bonus to their VP if the Objective is not completed at the end of the game. 
 
 Each unit is worth a VP bounty equal to its CV cost divided by 10 and rounded up. In addition, the Defender gains double this number 
when killing Attacker units. 
 
4.5. Objectives. 
The Attacker chooses one Objective from the list below. Usually the Defender will place the Objective at the start of the Creation Phase 
but some Objectives must be placed by the Attacker. 
 
4.5.1. Retrieval. 
In Retrieval, the Attacker’s Objective is to take a 1x1 Flag Marker from the Defender’s half of the field and capture it at the Attacker’s 
Deployment Zone. Doing so earns the Attacker 5 VP. 
 
The Defender places the Flag Marker in any empty Clear square in their half of the field. If an Attacker unit enters the Flag Marker’s 
square, it picks up the Flag Marker. The Marker travels with that unit until that unit dies, at which point the Flag Marker is dropped in the 
carrying unit’s square, where another unit can pick it up. If the Flag Marker is carried to the Attacker’s Deployment Zone, it is captured 
and removed from the game, earning the Attacker 5 VP. 
 
The Defender units cannot pick up the Flag in this manner but if a Defender unit ends the round adjacent to the Flag, it gains 1 Return 
Marker. If 2 Return Markers are accumulated, remove both and replace the Flag in its starting position. 
 
4.5.2. Sector Sweep. 
In Sector Sweep, the Attacker’s Objective is to completely eliminate the Defender’s Squad. To this end, each Defender unit the Attacker 
kills is worth double its normal VP. 
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4.5.3. Territory. 
In Territory, the Attacker’s Objective is to capture three 3x3 arrangements of squares called the Capture Points. Doing so earns the 
Attacker 5 VP. 
 
The Attacker places the first Capture Point in any Sector in their half of the field, the second Capture Point is placed as close to the 
exact center of the map as possible, and the Defender places the third in any Sector in their half of the field. Capture Points must 
remain Clear squares when that Sector is populated with terrain. At the end of each round, for each Capture Point, the Attacker finds 
the number of their units that are inside the Capture Point and subtract the number of Defender units also in the Capture Point, and 
adds or subtracts this number from the Capture Point’s Capture Meter, which starts at 0 and cannot be reduced below 0. If the Capture 
Meter is raised to 5, the Attacker captures it, earns 3 VP, counts that Capture Point as part of their Deployment Zone from then on, and 
may redeploy up to 3 VP worth of their lost units at the start of the next round. 
 
4.5.4. Assassination. 
In Assassination, the Attacker’s Objective is to eliminate a single specific unit in the Defender’s Squad.  
 
The target unit can be chosen in one of three ways, each of which affects the total VP earned when it dies. Firstly, the Attacker can 
choose the unit. When doing so, the attacker does not inform the Defender of which unit must be protected. Killing the unit when it has 
been chosen in this manner earns double the unit’s VP. Second, the unit may be selected randomly from all the units in the Defender’s 
Squad. In this situation the Defender must be informed which unit is the target, and killing the target will earn the Attacker triple VP. 
Finally, the Defender may select the unit, informing the attacker as to which it is. Killing the unit in this manner will earn the Attacker 
quadruple VP. 
 
4.5.5. Escort. 
In Escort, the Attacker must escort a 1x1 Escort Marker from their Deployment Zone to the Defender’s. 
 
The Attacker deploys the Escort Marker with the rest of their units at the end of the Creation Phase. At the end of each round, count up 
the number of Attacker units within 2 squares of the Escort Marker and subtract the number of Defender units within 2 squares. If this 
number is positive, the Attacker may move the Escort Marker that many squares as though it were a unit – if the number is negative, 
the Defender moves the Escort Marker instead. If the Escort Marker is moved into the Defender’s Deployment Zone, it is removed from 
play and captured, earning the Attacker 9 VP. 
 
The Escort Marker counts as Full Cover. 
 
4.5.6. Breakthrough. 
In Breakthrough, the Attacker’s Objective is to extract their units from play through the Defender’s Deployment Zone. To this end, each 
unit the Attacker moves into the Defender’s Deployment Zone is removed from play and earns the Attacker double its VP bounty. 
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4.5.7. Extraction. 
Extraction is unique in that both players count as Attackers. As such, both players get only two Scouting Markers and neither player will 
earn double VP for kills. The Objective in Extraction is to capture and extract as many Supply Markers from the field as possible. 
 
At the end of each round, 1d6 1x1 Supply Markers appear on the battlefield, in random Sectors (use of a grid-coordinate system is 
helpful here). These Markers must be placed as close to the center of the generated Sector as possible. If a unit moves into a square 
with a Supply Marker, that Marker is removed from play and captured for that player, earning them 1 VP. 
 
Supply Markers are generated each round up until the 6th round, at which point they stop arriving. 
 
4.5.8. Demolition. 
In Demolition, the Attacker’s Objective is to plant and then defend a Bomb Marker at a Bomb Site in order to ensure it detonates, 
earning the Attacker 9 VP. 
 
The Attacker starts with a Bomb Marker in their possession, assigned to one of the Attacker’s units. The Bomb Marker functions like a 
Flag Marker and travels with the carrying unit until death, but unlike the Flag cannot be returned to its starting position by a Defender. 
The Defender places two 3x3 Bomb Site areas in their half of the field – like Capture Points, the Bomb Sites must be completely Clear 
terrain. 
 
If the Attacker moves the Bomb Marker to a Bomb Site, the Bomb Marker is planted in that square as soon as it enters, and gains 6 
Tick Markers. At the end of each round, remove 1 Tick. If none can be removed, the Bomb detonates, with 10d6 PEN, 10 DAM, and the 
Explosive special rule. 
 
If a Defender unit is adjacent to the planted Bomb Marker, it may spend AP on the Bomb in order to defuse it. A total of 4 AP must be 
spent in order to defuse the Bomb – these may be spent over multiple rounds. 
 
If the Bomb detonates, it earns the Attacker 12 VP; any kills made by the Bomb are credited to the Attacker. Friendly units killed by the 
Bomb subtract VP. 
 
If the Bomb is defused, the defender earns 6 VP. 
 
5. Squad Creation. 
5.1. Units. 
Choose units from the below sections. Each unit has its own strengths and weaknesses and its own special abilities. 
 
5.1.1. Operatives. 
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UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Operative 1d6 +4 4 1 7 4 - 

Medium Operative 1d6 0 8 2 6 4 - 

Heavy Operative 1d6 -4 12 3 5 4 - 

 
Operatives are a basic unit type without any frills or special rules. Their best use is for filling out gaps in your force where other 
expensive units won’t fit, CV-wise. Otherwise they can be useful as expendable cannon fodder. 
 
5.1.2. Recons. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Recon 1d6 +8 0 1 10 6 Sprinter 

Medium Recon 1d6 +4 4 1 9 6 Objective Secured 

Heavy Recon 1d6+1 0 8 2 8 6 Spotter 

 
Objective Secured: 
The Medium Recon counts as two units when capturing or defending Control Points or Escorts. It gains a +2 MOV bonus when 
holding a Flag or Bomb, spends 1 less AP to defuse the Bomb, and earns 1 additional VP when removed from play via the enemy’s 
Deployment Zone or when Extracting a Supply Marker or when killing a unit in the Sector Sweep mission. 
 
Sprinter: 
The Light Recon may interrupt its movement with actions and continue to move afterward. 
 
Spotter: 
Enemy units within 10 squares and LOS of the Heavy Recon take a stackable -2 DOD penalty. 

 
Recons are a very light and weak unit type and can’t take much punishment. Because of their high MOV and DOD values, you can feel 
safer running them around without cover, although weapons like shotguns and explosives can take them out easily without having to 
deal with their DOD. Recons are generally best used to flank and annoy the enemy without attracting so much attention that they are 
taken out. Because of their low PRO values, weapons that are easy to hit with are the best matches here. 
 
5.1.3. Assaults. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Assault 2d6 +6 6 2 7 9 Backup Ready 

Medium Assault 2d6 +2 10 3 6 7 Rifleman 
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Heavy Assault 2d6 -2 14 4 5 7 Low Profile 

 
Backup Ready: 
When the Light Assault is killed, it is redeployed at the start of the next round and loses this special rule. 
 
Low Profile: 
The Heavy Assault gains an additional +2 ARM bonus from Cover. 
 
Rifleman: 
The Medium Assault can see and shoot through other units. 
 

Assaults are essentially upgraded Operatives. They are designed to be generalists and don’t specialize too heavily in any direction, 
offensively or defensively. They are good in all sorts of situations but not as good as other, more specialized units will be. 
 
5.1.4. Stormers. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Stormer 1d6+2 +8 4 3 8 7 Lightning Reflexes 

Medium Stormer 1d6+2 +4 8 4 7 7 CQ Specialist 

Heavy Stormer 1d6+2 0 12 5 6 7 Aggression 

 
Aggression: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to hit and to PEN for each visible enemy unit. 
 
CQ Specialist: 
The Medium Stormer gains a +1 bonus to hit and to PEN against targets within 10 squares. This bonus doubles to +2 against 
targets within 5 squares. 
 
Lightning Reflexes: 
Reaction Fire attacks against the Light Stormer suffer an additional -2 penalty to hit for a total of -4. 
 

Stormers are an Assault variant dedicated to close combat. They are slightly tougher and faster but less accurate. In order to counter 
this, consider Shotguns or explosives. When dealing with Stormers, make sure to keep them far away, as typically their weapons will be 
short-ranged. 
 
5.1.5. Tacticals. 
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UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Tactical 2d6+2 +4 8 1 6 7 Targeting Matrix 

Medium Tactical 2d6+2 0 12 2 5 7 Good Cover 

Heavy Tactical 2d6+2 -4 16 3 4 7 Motion Visor 

 
Good Cover: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to DOD and ARM for each visible enemy unit. 
 
Motion Visor: 
This unit ignores the penalty to hit for making Reaction Fire attacks (including the penalty from Lightning Reflexes when applicable) 
and gains one free Reaction Token at the end of its activations, no matter how many AP it had left. 
 
Targeting Matrix: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to hit for every friendly unit that can also see its target. 

 
Tacticals are the reverse of Stormers, more focused on taking cover and attacking at range than getting into close quarters. They’re 
very easy to hit so make sure they’re in cover at all times, since due to their high ARM your opponents will be bringing the big guns to 
bear against them. 
 
5.1.6. Supports. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Support 1d6+2 0 12 6 5 7 Lockdown 

Medium Support 1d6+2 -4 16 8 4 7 Riot Shield 

Heavy Support 1d6+2 -8 20 10 3 8 Kinetic Converter 

 
Kinetic Converter: 
If this unit is hit by an attack that fails to penetrate its ARM, it regains 1 lost HP. 
 
Lockdown: 
Enemy units cannot capture or interact with Objectives within 5 squares of this unit. 
 
Riot Shield: 
Friendly units may use this unit as Full Cover. Any shots that miss a friendly unit using this unit as cover will automatically hit this 
unit. 
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Supports are Tacticals taken to the extreme. They’re incredibly slow and durable so naturally they’re more suited for defensive 
situations, although the Light Support is just about fast enough to realistically be used offensively. They don’t have a super high PRO 
and their DOD ensures they’ll typically always be hit when attacked, but with adequate support from Medics they will take a lot of effort 
to kill. 
 
5.1.7. Medics. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Medic 1d6 +5 3 1 9 6 Revive 

Medium Medic 1d6 +1 7 2 8 6 Heal +1/2 

Heavy Medic 1d6 -3 11 3 7 6 Healing Drone 

 
Healing Drone: 
This unit may spend 1 AP to restore 1 lost HP to any friendly unit on the field.  
 
Heal +1/2: 
At the start of this unit’s activation, this unit and all friendly units within 2 squares regain 1 lost HP. A unit may be affected by only 
one instance of this ability each round. 
 
Revive: 
This unit may spend 2 AP while adjacent to a friendly Wounded unit to restore that unit to full HP. 

 
Make sure to keep your Medics out of the frontlines as they aren’t able to take much of a beating, and can’t give one either. You want 
them to stay alive as long as possible so they can keep your other units alive as long as possible. You also don’t want to have too many 
Medics; maybe one for every five units, depending on how tough those units are. 
 
5.1.8. Engineers. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Engineer 1d6+1 +3 5 1 7 6 Deploy Autogun 

Medium Engineer 1d6+1 -1 9 2 6 6 Damping Field 5 

Heavy Engineer 1d6+2 -5 13 3 5 6 Scavenger 

 
Damping Field 5: 
Enemy units within 5 squares of this unit lose access to their unit special rules and cannot be affected by other enemies’ special 
rules. This unit is immune to enemy Damping Fields. 
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Deploy Autogun: 
This unit begins the game carrying two Autoguns. This unit may spend 2 AP to deploy an Autogun into an adjacent empty Clear 
square, if it is carrying one. Once deployed, the Autogun acts as a normal unit but cannot be activated and instead gains 4 
Reaction Tokens at the start of each round, which it will spend at the earliest available opportunities against the closest available 
enemy targets. If destroyed, the Autogun is worth 1 VP. 
 
The Autogun has the following statline: 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Autogun 2d6 -4 10 2 0 - Machine 

 
Machine: 
Dice this unit rolls or that are rolled against this unit do not explode. This unit is immune to Stun and DOT damage. This unit 
cannot be activated unless there is a friendly non-Machine unit within 5 squares. 

 
The Autogun is equipped with an Autogun Repeater, with the following statline: 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

Autogun Repeater 14 4 2d6 2 2 - - 

 
 
Scavenger: 
On a successful damaging hit against an enemy unit, this unit gains a permanent +1 bonus to a random stat. If the hit killed its 
target, the bonus is increased to +2. 

 
Engineers are a light unit type so they should remain out of the front line wherever possible. Of course, Medium and Heavy Engineers 
very much want to be in the frontline to use their special abilities, but if they are going to be seeing a lot of fighting they need protection. 
Generally they’re a good fit in any team, offensive or defensive, as their abilities are all very powerful, but as with the Medic, using too 
many Engineers won’t achieve anything. 
 
5.1.9. Rangers. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Ranger 3d6 +4 4 1 7 7 LR Specialist 

Medium Ranger 3d6 +0 8 2 6 7 Headshot 

Heavy Ranger 3d6 -4 12 3 5 7 X-RAY Visor 
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Headshot: 
When attacking, this unit may choose to take an additional -4 penalty to hit. If the attack still hits, it deals double PEN and DAM. 
 
LR Specialist: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to hit and to PEN against targets 10 or more squares away. This bonus doubles to +2 against targets 15 
or more squares away. 
 
X-RAY Visor: 
This unit can see through one layer of intervening terrain. 

 
Rangers are the dedicated long-ranged unit type and as such need to be far away from the fighting in order to take advantage of their 
high PRO for the longest time possible. Generally they should use the biggest weapons and aim for the biggest threats around. 
 
5.1.10. Infiltrators. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Infiltrator 1d6+2 +6 3 1 8 6 Go for the Throat 

Medium Infiltrator 1d6+2 +2 7 2 7 7 Camouflage; Big Earner 

Heavy Infiltrator 1d6+2 -2 11 3 6 7 Forward Position; Final Stand 

 
Big Earner: 
This unit earns double the normal VP bounty when killing enemy units. 
 
Camouflage: 
Units attacking this unit must make two attack rolls against the same TN. Both must hit in order for the attack to hit. 
 
Final Stand: 
This unit may still take the Attack action while Wounded, but takes a -2 penalty to hit. 
 
Forward Position: 
This unit may be deployed into any empty Clear square on the field that is not within 10 squares of an Objective or the enemy 
Deployment Zone. 
 
Go for the Throat: 
Every 2 visible enemy units grant this unit a +1 bonus to DAM. 
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Infiltrators are a medium combat unit that can play lots of sneaky tricks on the enemy. Make sure to be aggressive with them as their 
special abilities tend to reward risk. 
 
5.1.11. Commandos. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Commando 2d6 +3 6 1 7 6 Flying 

Medium Commando 2d6 -1 10 2 6 6 Blinking 

Heavy Commando 2d6 -5 14 3 5 6 Relocate 

 
Blinking: 
This unit may spend 2 AP to instantly teleport to an empty Clear square within 5 squares. This movement is instantaneous and 
cannot be reacted to. 
 
Flying: 
This unit ignores units, terrain, and ZOCs while moving. It must still end its movement in an empty Clear square. 
 
Relocate: 
Once per game, this unit may spend 2 AP to remove itself from play. Then, at the start of the next round, redeploy it into any empty 
Clear square on the field. 

 
If Recons are all about conventional ‘take a Move action and then go really fast’ mobility, Commandos are about unconventional 
mobility. They are also a sturdy combat unit in their own right and can pull off some truly terrifying flank attacks when equipped with 
powerful weapons. They can’t take quite as much of a beating as an Assault, though, since they have less HP. 
 
5.1.12. Tanks. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Tank 1d6 +6 4 12 8 10 Predator; Vampire; Analgesia 

Medium Tank 2d6 -6 15 4 5 9 Lock and Load; Hardened; Ejection Seat 

Heavy Tank 1d6+2 -4 13 6 6 9 Juggernaut; Corpse Armor; Reanimation 

 
Analgesia: 
This unit cannot die until the end of the round and cannot be Wounded. 
 
Corpse Armor: 
This unit gains a permanent +1 ARM bonus for every unit that dies within 5 squares. 
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Ejection Seat: 
If this unit is reduced to 0 HP, it is removed from play and replaced with a Hardsuit Pilot unit with L.Operative stats and an M.Pistol. 
This unit is worth 1 VP if killed and may act the round it comes into play. If this unit is reduced to below 0 HP in a single attack this 
does not occur. 
 
Hardened: 
Dice rolled against this unit cannot explode. 
 
Juggernaut: 
This unit ignores enemy units and ZOCs while moving. If it moves through an enemy unit, they take a hit with 2d6 PEN and DAM 
equal to the number of squares moved before impact. 
 
Lock and Load: 
This unit may purchase and carry two weapons and may fire both with a single Attack action, at the same or different targets. 
 
Predator: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to hit and to PEN for every HP its target is missing. 
 
Reanimation: 
Any units this unit kills are returned to play under its control with a -4 penalty to PRO, DOD, ARM, and a -2 penalty to MOV, and 
half their full HP, rounded down, to a minimum of 1 HP. These units only get 1 AP per activation and are worth 1 VP when killed. 
 
Vampire: 
Every full 2 HP damage this unit deals restores 1 of its lost HP. 

 
Tanks are heavy-duty specialist combat units, and generally end up being the centerpiece of your Squad when you take one. They 
each do different things – the Light Tank is a hard-to-kill flanker, the Medium an accurate weapons platform, and the Heavy a close-
range powerhouse. Make sure you protect these units because they will typically end up being worth a LOT of VP. 
 
5.1.13. Veterans. 
 

UNIT TYPE PRO DOD ARM HP MOV CV SP 

Light Veteran 1d6+4 +6 14 2 7 11 Elite; Vaulting; Wallrunning 

Medium Veteran 1d6+4 +6 14 3 6 11 Elite; Combat Expert; Strength in Numbers 

Heavy Veteran 1d6+4 +6 14 4 5 11 Elite; Call for Backup; Command Module 
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Call for Backup: 
While this unit is on the field, its controller may spend VP at the start of each round to redeploy their lost units, at a 1:1 rate. 
 
Combat Expert: 
This unit gains a different special rule depending on what weapons it carries: 
 
Pistols: This unit may, once per activation, make a free Attack action with its Pistol. 
SMGs: Hit and Run applies to each hit Shot. 
Carbines: Units struck by this weapon take a permanent -1 reduction to their ARM bonus from Cover. This ability does not stack. 
Shotguns: Knockdown applied by this weapon can stack. 
Auto-Shotguns: Increase this weapon’s PEN by 2. 
ARs: This weapon may equip one additional modification. 
BRs: Overkill applies to every 3 points. 
Rifles: If the attack roll from this weapon ties the TN, the Shot deals double PEN. 
Burst Rifles: If firing multiple Shots at the same target, all Shots gain a +2 bonus to PEN. 
MGs: Each Shot applies 2 Suppression Markers. 
Sniper Rifles: Killing a unit with this weapon refunds the user 1 AP. 
Plasma Rifles: Overheat self-damage is halved, rounded down. 
Beam Rifles: Increase this weapon’s DAM by 1. 
Pulse Rifles: DOT damage inflicted by this weapon cannot be extinguished by the victim. 
Cannons: The stat penalty from Maim increases to -2. 
GLs: Halve the to-hit penalty from Lobbed. 
RLs: Shots from this weapon will also destroy all Cover in the area of effect, converting it to Clear squares. 
 
Command Module: 
While this unit is on the field, its controller gains 1 additional CP at the start of each round. 
 
Elite: 
This unit wins all ties it is involved in unless rolling against another Elite unit. 
 
Strength in Numbers: 
This unit gains a +1 bonus to PRO and ARM for each friendly unit within 5 squares, not counting itself. 
 
Vaulting: 
This unit may move through Half Cover as though it were Clear. 
 
Wallrunning: 
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When moving, this unit does not count every other square moved while adjacent to a square of Cover. 
 
Veterans are the cream of the crop and have great stats and great abilities, but are very expensive. Make sure to outfit them 
appropriately and give them enough support since they can’t operate on their own as well as Tanks can. 
 
5.2. Weapons. 
Each unit may purchase a single weapon from the list below unless otherwise stated. Light units may purchase Light weapons, Medium 
units Light or Medium weapons, and Heavy units any type of weapon. 
  
5.2.1. Pistols. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Pistol 6 1 1d6-2 1 1 3 Gunslinger; CQB 

M.Pistol 7 3 1d6+2 1 1 4 Gunslinger; CQB 

H.Pistol 8 5 2d6+2 1 1 5 Gunslinger; CQB 

 
CQB: 
This weapon ignores the penalty to hit for occupying an enemy ZOC square. 
 
Gunslinger: 
This weapon does not count against a unit’s weapon limit, and can be purchased regardless of whether a unit is Light, Medium, or 
Heavy. If a unit purchases two Gunslinger weapons they will count as one weapon and can both be fired using the same Attack 
action, at the same or at different targets. 
 

Pistols are a standard low-damage, low-value backup weapon that any unit with an unreliable or situational main weapon can take to 
provide a little extra flexibility. One-Shot weapons, for example, can benefit from being paired with a Pistol since then if the carrier gets 
caught out, it has more to do than just run away and try to reload. Same goes for Heavy weapons – when being caught out of position, 
it’s better to relocate and fire back with a Pistol than it is to try and eliminate the threat immediately with that bulky Heavy weapon. Don’t 
expect anything amazing, though. 
 
5.2.2. SMGs. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.SMG 8 0 (2) 1d6-3 1 3 4 CQB; Hit and Run 

M.SMG 9 3 (4) 1d6+1 1 3 4 CQB; Hit and Run 

H.SMG 10 5 (7) 2d6+1 1 3 5 CQB; Hit and Run 
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CQB: 
This weapon ignores the penalty to hit for occupying an enemy ZOC square. 
 
Hit and Run: 
On scoring a successful hit with this weapon, the user may immediately move up to 2 squares after the Attack action is finished. 
This effect activates only once per Attack. 
 

SMGs are even lighter than Pistols damage-wise but can put out a lot of shots, which can be useful against weak units. Hit and Run is 
especially handy with multiple shots, since it gets more chances to trigger. 

 
5.2.3. Carbines. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Carbine 8 1 (2) 1d6-1 1 2 4 Precision 1 

M.Carbine 9 4 (6) 1d6+3 2 2 5 Precision 2 

H.Carbine 10 6 (9) 2d6+3 2 2 7 Precision 3 

 
Precision X: 
This unit ignores X points of its targets’ ARM bonus from Cover. 

 
Another light weapon type. This is mainly aimed at dealing with units that are behind just enough Cover that they become troublesome 
for other lighter weapons to take care of, while still retaining a low ACC rating. 
 
5.2.4. Shotguns. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Shotgun 7 4 2d6 2 1 7 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

M.Shotgun 8 6 3d6 3 1 8 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

H.Shotgun 9 8 4d6 4 1 9 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

 
Close-Range: 
This weapon gains a +1 bonus to PEN against targets below maximum range, and an additional +1 against targets at or below half 
maximum range, rounded up. 
 
Knockdown: 
Units that lose at least 1 HP to this weapon lose 1 AP on their next activation. This effect does not stack. 
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Scatter: 
This weapon will always hit. On shots that would normally miss, the shot still hits but takes a penalty to PEN equal to the amount 
the attack would have missed by.  

 
Get in close and try not to miss with these – but even if you do, you’ll still hit, only not quite as hard. 
 
5.2.5. Auto-Shotguns. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Auto-Shotgun 7 3 (5) 1d6+2 1 2 7 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

M.Auto-Shotgun 8 5 (8) 2d6+2 2 2 8 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

H.Auto-Shotgun 9 7 (11) 3d6+2 3 2 9 Close-Range; Scatter; Knockdown 

 
Close-Range: 
This weapon gains a +1 bonus to PEN against targets below maximum range, and an additional +1 against targets at or below half 
maximum range, rounded up. 
 
Knockdown: 
Units that lose at least 1 HP to this weapon lose 1 AP on their next activation. This effect does not stack. 
 
Scatter: 
This weapon will always hit. On shots that would normally miss, the shot still hits but takes a penalty to PEN equal to the amount 
the attack would have missed by.  

 
Basically weaker, more forgiving Shotguns. Don’t forget that Knockdown doesn’t stack. 
 
5.2.6. ARs. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.AR 11 3 (5) 1d6+2 1 2 4 - 

M.AR 12 5 (8) 2d6+2 2 2 5 - 

H.AR 13 7 (11) 3d6+2 3 2 7 - 

 
The cheap bread-and-butter weapon of choice for almost any unit. 
 
5.2.7. BRs. 
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WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.BR 11 4 (6) 1d6+3 1 1 5 Overkill 

M.BR 12 6 (9) 2d6+3 1 1 6 Overkill 

H.BR 13 8 (12) 3d6+3 2 1 7 Overkill 

 
Overkill: 
Every full 4 points this weapon’s PEN beats the target’s ARM by adds 1 to the weapon’s DAM for that shot. 

 
Try to bully light, low-ARM units with these as Overkill will hurt them even harder. 
 
5.2.8. Rifles. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Rifle 12 4 2d6 2 1 6 Accurate 

M.Rifle 14 6 3d6 3 1 7 Accurate 

H.Rifle 16 8 4d6 4 1 9 Accurate 

 
Accurate: 
This weapon gains a +1 bonus to PEN for each point the attack roll beats the TN by. 

 
Make sure particularly accurate units get these as the more you beat the TN by the better the PEN roll will be. In addition the extra 
range allows you a little more ability to choose your engagements. 
 
5.2.9. Burst Rifles. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Burst Rifle 10 3 (4) 1d6+1 1 2 5 Burstfire 

M.Burst Rifle 11 5 (7) 2d6+1 1 2 6 Burstfire 

H.Burst Rifle 12 7 (10) 3d6+1 2 2 7 Burstfire 

 
Burstfire: 
If this weapon fires multiple Shots and all are directed at the same unit, each Shot uses the weapon’s normal ACC instead of the 
parenthetical ACC. 

 
Sort of a weaker alternative to the ARs, but with exceptional accuracy when focusing on one target. When dealing with multiple targets 
it’s sub-par, though. 
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5.2.10. MGs. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.MG 12 4 (6) 2d6 2 3 6 Heavy; Suppression 

M.MG 13 6 (9) 3d6 3 3 8 Heavy; Suppression 

H.MG 14 8 (12) 4d6 4 3 9 Heavy; Suppression 

 
Heavy: 
The Attack action costs 2 AP when using this weapon. 
 
Suppression: 
Each Shot made with this weapon grants its target 1 Suppression Marker. Each Suppression Marker imposes a -1 penalty to 
PRO and to MOV to that unit. Units lose half their Suppression Markers at the end of each round, rounding down. 

 
Suppression can make trying to take a necessary Objective very nasty, and Heavy naturally means that these are an intrinsically 
defensive weapon. If you’re going to use one offensively make sure you pick up a Gyrostabilizer as well. 
 
5.2.11. Sniper Rifles. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Sniper Rifle 16 6 3d6 3 1 9 Long-Range; Called Shot 

M.Sniper Rifle 18 8 4d6 4 1 10 Long-Range; Called Shot; Heavy 

H.Sniper Rifle 20 10 5d6 5 1 11 Long-Range; Called Shot; Heavy; One-Shot 

 
Called Shot: 
When making an attack roll with this weapon, attempt to call the result. If you call correctly, the attack deals double DAM. 
 
Heavy: 
The Attack action costs 2 AP when using this weapon. 
 
Long-Range: 
This weapon gains a +1 bonus to PEN against targets at or above half maximum range, and an additional +1 against targets at 
maximum range. 
 
One-Shot: 
After attacking with this weapon, it cannot be used again until the user spends 1 AP to reload the weapon. 
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Sort of limited by their extreme range, these weapons are all about one-shot kills. And they’d better happen in one shot, since the 
heavier the Sniper Rifle, the more limitations come with its extreme firepower. 
 
5.2.12. Plasma Rifles. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Plasma Rifle 10 5 2d6+2 2 1 5 Overheat; AOE 1 

M.Plasma Rifle 11 6 3d6 3 1 6 Overheat; AOE 2 

H.Plasma Rifle 12 7 3d6+2 4 1 8 Overheat; AOE 3 

 
AOE X: 
This weapon hits every target within X squares of its impact point. The attack roll is only for the primary target – all others are hit 
automatically for full PEN and DAM. 
 
This weapon can target empty Clear squares on the field instead of units, treating these squares as having -4 DOD, but halves 
its PEN and DAM, rounded up, when doing so. 
 
Overheat: 
When this weapon is fired, its user loses HP equal to the amount of AOE it has times the number of Shots fired. 

 
Plasma Rifles offer unparalleled crowd control on demand, but can only be used effectively by beefy units since they hurt whoever the 
firing unit is. There’s also the Coolant Tank, which negates Overheat entirely, but can be a little pricy. 
 
5.2.13. Beam Rifles. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Beam Rifle 14 6 3d6 1 1 7 Shredder 

M.Beam Rifle 15 7 3d6+2 1 1 8 Shredder 

H.Beam Rifle 16 8 4d6 1 1 9 Shredder 

 
Shredder: 
Every full 4 points this weapon’s PEN beats the target’s ARM by permanently reduces the target’s ARM by 1. 

 
A very technical weapon. Very easy to penetrate with but doesn’t do much damage when it does. However, against Supports and other 
heavy-ARM units, such as a rampaging Heavy Tank, Beam Rifles can be absolutely necessary. 
 
5.2.14. Pulse Rifles. 
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WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Pulse Rifle 9 3 1d6+2 1 1 5 DOT 

M.Pulse Rifle 10 4 1d6+3 2 1 6 DOT 

H.Pulse Rifle 11 4 2d6 3 1 7 DOT 

 
DOT: 
Units do not take damage from this weapon normally and instead place any PEN and DAM they take from all DOT weapons 
into their Burn Pile. At the end of each round, units with PEN and DAM in their Burn Pile take a hit with that much PEN and 
DAM. For each PEN die that rolls a 1, remove 1d6 or +4 from the Burn Pile’s PEN, and for every PEN die that rolls a 6, add 
1d6 to the Burn Pile’s PEN. Units may spend 2 AP to instantly remove all PEN and DAM from their Burn Pile. 

 
Pulse Rifles have the potential to punch way above their weight class and deal a seriously huge amount of damage to a unit, but not 
reliably, and not quickly. Make sure to keep up the pressure on whoever you’re targeting so they don’t have time to extinguish 
themselves. 

 
5.2.15. Cannons. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.Cannon 14 6 3d6 2 1 6 Heavy; Maim 

M.Cannon 16 8 4d6 3 1 8 Heavy; Maim 

H.Cannon 18 10 5d6 4 1 10 Heavy; Maim 

 
Maim: 
Units that lose at least 1 HP from this weapon take a permanent -1 penalty to a random stat. If HP is rolled, max HP is affected. 
 
Heavy: 
The Attack action costs 2 AP when using this weapon. 

 
Superheavy damage, hard to hit with. Maim is just kind of a perk with this – don’t expect many things that get hit to survive to notice the 
reduced stats. 
 
5.2.16. GLs. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.GL 10 4 2d6 2 1 6 One-Shot; Lobbed; Explosive 

M.GL 12 6 3d6 3 1 8 Lobbed; Explosive 
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H.GL 14 8 (12) 4d6 4 2 10 Heavy; Lobbed; Explosive 

 
Explosive: 
This weapon affects all units within LOS and a certain range of the impact point. It deals full damage to all targets at the impact 
point and up to one square away. Every square outward from this reduces PEN by 1d6 or by 4 points, to a minimum of 0 PEN, 
at which point the effect stops. For example, a 4d6-PEN Explosive weapon deals 4d6 PEN at 0-1 squares from impact, 3d6 at 
2, 2d6 at 3, 1d6 at 4, and does not affect units 5 or more squares away. This effect is blocked by Cover but if a unit is killed by 
it, that unit will no longer block LOS to further units. 
 
This weapon can target empty Clear squares on the field instead of units, treating these squares as having -4 DOD, but halves 
its PEN and DAM, rounded up, when doing so. 
 
Heavy: 
The Attack action costs 2 AP when using this weapon. 
 
Lobbed: 
This weapon can be used to target units without direct LOS to them. In these circumstances, the attack roll takes a -4 penalty 
to hit. If a friendly unit has LOS to the target, this penalty is reduced to -2. If a friendly unit with Spotter has LOS to the target, 
the penalty is negated entirely. 
 
One-Shot: 
After attacking with this weapon, it cannot be used again until the user spends 1 AP to reload the weapon. 

 
These are mainly useful for indirect fire and not because of their damage. Being able to hit a troublesome unit while not being in any 
danger yourself is a significant advantage. 
 
5.2.17. RLs. 
 

WEAPON TYPE RNG ACC PEN DAM ROF CV SP 

L.RL 16 6 3d6 4 1 2 Single-Shot; Explosive 

M.RL 19 10 5d6 6 1 9 One-Shot; Heavy; Explosive 

H.RL 22 14 7d6 8 1 13 Heavy; Explosive 

 
Explosive: 
This weapon affects all units within LOS and a certain range of the impact point. It deals full damage to all targets at the impact 
point and up to one square away. Every square outward from this reduces PEN by 1d6 or by 4 points, to a minimum of 0 PEN, 
at which point the effect stops. For example, a 4d6-PEN Explosive weapon deals 4d6 PEN at 0-1 squares from impact, 3d6 at 
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2, 2d6 at 3, 1d6 at 4, and does not affect units 5 or more squares away. This effect is blocked by Cover but if a unit is killed by 
it, that unit will no longer block LOS to further units. 
 
This weapon can target empty Clear squares on the field instead of units, treating these squares as having -4 DOD, but halves 
its PEN and DAM, rounded up, when doing so. 
 
Heavy: 
The Attack action costs 2 AP when using this weapon. 
 
One-Shot: 
After attacking with this weapon, it cannot be used again until the user spends 1 AP to reload the weapon. 
 
Single-Shot: 
This weapon can be used once per game. 

 
These are some of the strongest weapons in the game and perfect to use when you really need to take something (and everything 
around it) out quickly. Just be sure that whoever is shooting can hit their target, since typically if they miss they won’t get a second try. 
 
5.3. Grenades. 
In addition to their weapons, all units may purchase a single Grenade from the list below. In order to use a Grenade, the user does not 
need to spend any AP but must spend 2 CP to use the Grenade. Units may only use Grenades on their own activation. 
 
When used, Grenades can be thrown to any Clear square within 18 squares of the user. Throws between 1-6 squares arrive exactly in 
the targeted square. Throws between 7-12 squares bounce once into a random adjacent square, rerolling occupied or non-Clear 
squares. Throws between 13-18 squares bounce twice, one after the other. Then, once the Grenade’s landing spot has been 
determined, it remains in that square through the next player’s activation after which it immediately detonates. 

 
 Frag Grenade (2 CV). 

When this Grenade detonates, any unit adjacent to the Grenade immediately loses 1 HP. In addition, the Grenade destroys any 
Cover in adjacent squares, reducing those squares to Clear terrain. 
 
Blast Grenade (2 CV). 
When this Grenade detonates, any unit within two squares of the Grenade with LOS to it immediately loses 1 HP. This Grenade 
does not destroy Cover. 
 
Impact Grenade (1 CV). 
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This Grenade always detonates on impact instead of waiting one activation. When it detonates, any unit within 1 square of the 
Grenade takes a hit with 2d6 PEN. On a penetration, a unit will lose 1 HP. 
 
Smoke Grenade (1 CV). 
When this Grenade detonates, it creates a thick cloud of smoke in every Clear square within 3 squares and LOS of the Grenade, 
although this effect will ‘fill out’ around corners if it has enough range. Attacks that trace their LOS through or into a square filled 
with smoke take a -8 penalty to hit. The smoke lasts until the end of the next round. Units inside the smoke cannot see except 
into adjacent squares. 
 
Thermal Smoke Grenade (2 CV). 
This functions exactly like the Smoke Grenade but with heated smoke, preventing units with thermal targeting systems from 
seeing through it. 
 
Flash Grenade (1 CV). 
When this Grenade detonates, it blinds all units within 4 squares and LOS, imposing a -4 PRO and DOD penalty for the rest of 
the round. 
 
Proximity Grenade (3 CV). 
When this Grenade lands in a square, it remains there until a unit takes an action while within two squares of it, or moves into 
two squares of it, at which point it detonates, causing any unit within 2 squares to lose 1 HP and destroying any Cover within the 
AOE, converting it to Clear terrain. 

 
5.4. Equipment. 
In addition to weapons and Grenades, units may purchase equipment to grant them additional special rules. Light units may purchase 
up to two pieces of Equipment, Medium units up to four, and Heavy units up to six. In addition, all Engineer units may purchase one 
additional piece of Equipment and all Operative units can purchase one less than normal. 
 
Purchase Equipment from the list below. Unless otherwise stated, units may purchase a maximum of one of each item. 
 

Overheal Canister (1 CV). 
This unit can be healed to 150% of its normal maximum HP, rounded up. At the end of each round, if the unit is above 100% HP, 
it loses 1 HP, down to its normal maximum. 
 
Ammochain (2 CV). 
The unit and all friendly units within 2 squares gain a +1 bonus to the ROF values of any weapons they carry. The unit ignores 
the ‘One-Shot’ weapon special rule for any weapons it carries and treats Single-Shot weapons as though they had One-Shot. 
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Trajectory Calculator (1 CV). 
Grenades used by this unit bounce one square less than normal, to a minimum of 0 bounces. 
 
Coolant Tank (2 CV). 
This unit ignores the Overheat weapon special rule. 
 
Cyberarm (1 CV). 
This unit can throw Grenades up to 6 squares further than normal. Grenades thrown this extra distance bounce one additional 
square. 
 
Cortex Bomb (1 CV). 
When this unit is killed, it immediately detonates with the Explosive rule, a PEN equal to its ARM, and a DAM equal to its 
maximum HP. 
 
Coldsuit (2 CV). 
Units with Thermal Visors cannot directly attack this unit. 
 
Thermal Visor (1 CV). 
This unit gains a blanket +1 bonus to hit and can shoot through Smoke Grenade clouds with no penalty. In addition, this unit 
gains an extra +1 bonus to hit units with points in their Burn Pile. This unit may not purchase any other Visor type equipment, 
and this ability cannot be purchased on units with Motion or X-RAY Visor. 
 
Echo Visor (2 CV). 
This unit takes a blanket -1 penalty to hit, but ignores Smoke and Thermal Smoke clouds when shooting. However, this unit can 
be affected by Flash Grenades at double the normal ranges and suffers double the effect, both in penalty and duration. This unit 
may not purchase any other Visor type equipment, and this ability cannot be purchased on units with Motion or X-RAY Visor. 
 
Satlink System (1 CV). 
This unit ignores the effects of Flash Grenades. 
 
Combat Coordinator (2 CV). 
Combat Coordinators must be bought in twos throughout the Squad. When activating a unit with a Combat Coordinator, you may 
select and activate one other friendly unit with a Combat Coordinator that has not yet activated that round. The two units activate 
simultaneously and may act in any order during their shared activation. 
 
Reactive Armor (1 CV). 
This unit ignores the first instance of damage it takes in the game. 
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Drone Soldier (0 CV). 
This unit is immune to DOT damage. Dice this unit rolls do not explode, and dice rolled against this unit cannot explode. This unit 
cannot be activated unless a friendly unit without this piece of Equipment is within 5 squares. 
 
Blast Vest (2 CV). 
This unit halves all incoming Explosive and AOE damage, rounded down. 
 
Hermetic Seal (2 CV). 
This unit halves all incoming DOT damage and treats it as normal damage. 
 
Holo-Copy (1 CV). 
When purchasing a Holo-Copy do not indicate to your opponent that it has been purchased. Add the requisite points but do not 
indicate it on your army list. Deploy two copies of the unit and decide which is real; the other is a decoy and can only take the 
Move, Hunker Down, and Aim actions, and is destroyed if it takes a hit from any weapon. 
 
Trophy System (2 CV). 
When any Grenade passes within 5 squares and LOS of this unit, roll 1d6. On a 5+, destroy that projectile and remove it from 
the game. Roll only once per projectile. 
 
Gyrostabilizer (2 CV). 
This unit ignores the Heavy weapon special rule. 

 
5.5. Weapon Modifications. 
Finally, units can purchase add-ons for their weapons. Light weapons can equip one add-on, Medium weapons two, and Heavy 
weapons three. Unless otherwise stated, you may not purchase the same add-on more than once for a single weapon. Pistols can 
equip one less addon. 
 
Purchase add-ons from the list below. 

 
CQ Sight (1 CV). 
The weapon gains a +2 bonus to hit against targets within 7 squares, but takes a -2 penalty to hit against targets 8 or more 
squares away. 
 
LR Sight (1 CV). 
The weapon gains a +2 bonus to hit against targets 8 or more squares away, but takes a -2 penalty to hit against targets within 7 
squares. 
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Flip Sight (1 CV). 
The weapon gains a +1 bonus to hit against targets within 10 squares. 
 
Scope (1 CV). 
Divide the range to this weapon’s target by 2 before checking range, rounded down. If the target is within 2 squares of this unit 
after this reduction, the attack takes a -2 penalty to hit. 
 
Bipod (1 CV). 
If this weapon is fired before the attacker moves in a round and the LOF for the attack crosses the attacker’s cover line, the 
attack gains a +2 bonus to hit. 
 
Tripod and Auto-Remote (1 CV). 
The unit may spend 1 AP to deploy this weapon into an adjacent empty Clear square. While deployed, this unit may fire the 
weapon as normal from that square, tracing LOS from the weapon’s location, while being anywhere on the map itself. If the 
weapon takes damage from any source it is automatically destroyed; treat it as having -4 DOD, but it can use Cover. 
 
Any friendly unit may spend 1 AP while adjacent to the weapon to pack it up and remove the weapon from the field, gaining the 
weapon in its inventory, but may not go above the normal weapon limit when doing so, nor may it pick up a weapon its class 
cannot carry. 
 
Underslung GL/SG (Weapon Cost). 
The weapon is combined with either a Grenade Launcher or Shotgun (either normal or Auto). Weapons may only be combined 
with a GL or SG of a weight one degree lower than the weapon, meaning Light weapons cannot purchase this upgrade. Medium 
weapons may mount Light GLs or SGs, and Heavy weapons may mount Medium GLs or SGs. Purchasing this upgrade simply 
grants the unit an additional weapon, which can be used as normal without counting against the unit’s weapon limit. 
 
In addition, Pistols cannot purchase this upgrade. 
 
Bayonet (1 CV). 
The weapon deals 150% damage against adjacent targets. 
 
Vital Point Targeter (1 CV). 
The weapon deals 150% damage against targets at maximum range. 


